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The program LocalSCF is used to consider an antifungal protein at the semi-empirical QM level
of theory. Model Hamiltonians include AM1, MNDO, PM3 and PM5. The biomolecule is also
studied with classic charge assignment using the AMBER force field. An important aspect of
classic biomolecular simulation can thus be addressed, namely to what extent the usual concept
of a single set of static atomic partial charges per type of amino acid will hold in general for
the entire global protein structure. Semi-empirical charges will vary with different chemical
neighborhood inside the protein and the question remains how severely these alterations will
affect global electrostatic properties of the protein. In order to probe this effect we use grid
maps of electrostatic potentials obtained from solutions to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation.
Source charges are either the classic AMBER ones, or some set of semi-empirical charges from
the list of models mentioned above. In comparing different potential maps we aim to recognize
systematic trends as well as to identify a recommended way of proper charge assignment in
proteins.
1 Introduction
Electrostatics plays an integral part in the study of structure and function of proteins at
physiological conditions1. Theoretical considerations of the electrostatics in proteins are
usually based on solutions to the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation2, 3. All these theoretical
descriptions will involve a certain type of charge assignment to the atoms of the protein.
Since the result of the PB calculation will inevitably depend on the particular choice made
for the charges, it might be of interest to study the influence and variation resulting from
different charge assignments. Of particular interest will be the comparison between a set of
classic charges, ie from force fields commonly employed in the simulation of biomolecules,
and charges derived from ab-inito calculations performed at a certain level of Quantum
Mechanical (QM) theory.
A convenient method to compare different charge assignments to each other is to study
the shape and appearance of electrostatic potential (ESP) maps. These ESP maps describe
the way the protein will represent itself to its environment in electrostatic terms. Since the
solution to the PB equation is included, ESP maps render a reasonably complete picture
of the protein in its native environment, ie at physiological conditions. Moreover, ESP
maps are a useful tool with many direct applications in structural biology. For example,
from ESP maps we can learn whether a protein, (i) is likely to migrate to the membrane4,
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(ii) will potentially bind RNA or DNA5, 6, (iii) belongs to a certain family7–9, (iv) offers a
chemically attractive binding site to ligands and other proteins.
In this present study we therefore compare ESP maps based on classic charge assign-
ments using AMBER parameters10 with ESP maps resulting from semi-empirical charges
computed with program LocalSCF11 at several levels of semi-empirical theory, ie AM1,
MNDO, PM3 and PM5. The PB program POLCH12 is used throughout.
2 Methods
After download of the protein with pdb code EAFP2 from the pdb data bank, a PB cal-
culation is performed using program POLCH12 and classic AMBER partial charges10. In-
ner/outer dielectric constants are set to 1 and 80 respectively. The net charge is +4 due
to the four Arg residues. ESP maps are computed on the molecular surface and on a cu-
bic grid superimposing the protein. Only ESP maps directly mapped onto the molecular
surface are used for further analysis. Semi-empirical calculations are then carried out on
the protein EAFP2 using LocalSCF11 and finally computed partial charges are extracted
from the output. The net charge is +2 due to different treatment of lone-pairs in the semi-
empirical models. AM1, MNDO, PM3 and PM5 methods are applied. Classic AMBER
partial charges are then replaced with either charge set derived from the semi-empirical cal-
culations and PB calculations are repeated with the changed charge assignment. Resulting
ESP maps are compared in the form of difference ESP maps.
3 Results and Conclusions
A structural sketch of the antifungal protein EAFP2 is shown in Table 1 (a) with corre-
sponding representation of the molecular surface (b). Here the N-terminal end is colored
in red while the C-terminus is given in blue. The ESP map based on classic AMBER charge
assignment after PB calculation is represented in Table 1 (c). ESP levels are color-coded
as +5 kT/e (blue), 0 kT/e (green) and -5 kT/e (red). It becomes clear that the major ap-
pearance of EAFP2 in aqueous solution is that of a macroscopic particle of largely positive
ESP, hence the tendency to migrate to the membrane can be explained straightforwardly4
(which also implies the antifungal mode of action). An initial test regarding the sensi-
tivity to counter ions is shown in Table 1 (d). Here explicit Cl− counter ions have been
included in the PB calculation and corresponding ESP maps produced. The change in ma-
jor ESP patterns introduced by counter ions is only marginal, thus the rest of the analysis
is performed without consideration of counter ions. A differential ESP map representing
ESP(AM1) - ESP(AMBER) is shown in Table 1 (e). Identical color-coding is used as
mentioned above. It becomes clear that the AM1-based ESP map is comparable in sign,
but significantly different in magnitude (individual ESP values have become less positive).
Extended red patches mark off regions of most severe difference. Contrary to the change
seen in the AM1-AMBER differential map, when comparing AM1 with MNDO we obtain
essentially only green patches (see Table 1 (f)). Thus AM1 and MNDO deliver essen-
tially the same ESP properties. Comparison of PM3 with AMBER is represented in the
differential ESP map shown in Table 1 (g).
The trend is similar to the one seen with AM1, but the difference is less severely pro-
nounced (ie certain extended red regions turn yellow or green). Switching further to PM5
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Table 1. Electrostatic Potential (ESP) maps for the antifungal protein EAFP2 (pdb code). Major structural el-
ements are shown in (a) and a corresponding representation of the molecular surface is shown in (b), where
the N-terminal helix is given in red and the C-terminus is shown in blue. The ESP mapped onto the molecular
surface after solution of the PB equation based on AMBER charge assignment is shown in (c). Blue patches
correspond to the +5 kT/e level, green regions represent neutral ESP and red domains indicate negative ESP of -5
kT/e. The marginal change when including 4 explicit Cl− counter ions is shown in (d). A differential ESP map
representing the difference between ESP(AM1) and ESP(AMBER) is shown in (e) with the same color-coding
scheme used in (c). Further differential maps are ESP(AM1)-ESP(MNDO) (f), ESP(PM3)-ESP(AMBER) (g)
and ESP(PM5)-ESP(AMBER) (h).
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description is continuing the trend, ie lessening the deviation from the AMBER-based map
again (see Table 1 (h)). Closer examination of the residues lying beneath the red-colored
patches (indicating most severe deviation) reveals a specific role of Arg residues and the
charges assigned to the N-atoms of Asn and Gln. In summary, semi-empirical charge
assignments deliver a consistent picture of significant differences seen for the charged
residues. However, individual semi-empirical models differ considerably amongst each
other. With increasing sophistication of the semi-empirical model the deviation from the
classic AMBER results becomes less severe.
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